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Lewin Terrace 

"Romance In The Air"

Nestled in the Fort Canning Park and set in a striking colonial bungalow,

Lewin Terrace is an exquisitely romantic restaurant. Understated elegance

can be seen throughout the restaurant where black and white tones set

the tone. A fusion restaurant which celebrates Japanese and French

culinary styles, this fine dining eatery will wow you with their sublime,

perfect plates. A feast to the senses, it is a fabulous place to impress a

date or a loved one. Special occasions such as weddings and

anniversaries are the forte of this place. Be sure of a memorable dining

experience at this charming restaurant.

 +65 6333 9905  lewinterrace.com.sg/  info@lewinterrace.com.sg  21 Lewin Terrace, Singapore
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Jaan 

"Dine With A View"

JAAN has a menu that spans across a variety of world cuisines. This cozy

restaurant is located in the Swissotel The Stamford and offers a fantastic

view of the ocean and the neighboring cities. The decor is classy and

elegant with the ceiling boasting a twinkling Murano crystal chandelier.

The cuisine is modern French which is seasonal and satisfies the foodie in

you. This is an ideal place for a relaxed meal.

 +65 6837 3322

(Reservations)

 www.swissotel.com/EN/D

estinations/Singapore/Swis

sotel+The+Stamford/HOTE

L+HOME/Gallery/Dining/Ja

an.htm

 reservations@equinoxcom

plex.com

 2 Stamford Road, Swissotel

The Stamford, Singapore
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Pete's Place 

"Italian Restaurant Since 1973"

There is more to Italian cuisine than pizza and pasta, and the dishes

served in Grand Hyatt Singapore are a fine rebuttal to this misconception.

While these classics are highly recommended diners do have other

choices such as beef, duck, seafood and more. For instance the roasted

rack of lamb is a house specialty guaranteed to tempt any meat-lover. A

semi-open kitchen along with bread and salad counters add character and

enhances the relaxed setting. The wine selection leans towards Italian but

you can easily find equally respectable wines from California, France,

Australia and South Africa as well.

 +65 6732 1234  www.hyatt.com/en-US/hot

el/singapore/grand-hyatt-si

ngapore/sinrs/dining?src=n

plk-sinrs-lclb-petes-place

 club.sg@hyattintl.com  10 Scotts Road, Grand Hyatt

Singapore, Singapore
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Les Amis 

"French Cuisine & Fine Wine"

Established in 1995, this award-winning establishment is arguably one of

the best French restaurants in Singapore. The classy and plush

atmosphere, complete with warm lights and carpeting, is a good

representation of the food served here. Come well attired, as most diners

are usually dressed to kill. Expect your mouth to water over dishes like the

braised veal cheek, charcoal-grilled sole fish and home-made terrine of

foie gras. Vegetarian options are also available. Opt for the tasting menu if

you're in the mood for a special treat, or reserve a seat at the chef's table

and prepare to be dazzled. Choose from the solid selection of top French

wines, limited edition ice wines from Canada or labels from Italy, Spain,

Germany, Australia and California.

 +65 6733 2225  www.lesamis.com.sg  lesamis@lesamis.com.sg  1 Scotts Road, No. 01-16,

Shaw Centre, Singapore

Halia 

"Dine in the Midst of Nature"

A feast for both nature and food lovers, Halia which means Ginger in

Malay is housed in a garden surrounded by over 250 species of ginger.

There are full-length glass windows overlooking the lush gardens and

several magnificently preserved heritage trees. Cozy and intimate, the

dining room is brilliantly lit up in the night by the lanterns and the moon.

The food is an amalgamation of Asian and western cuisine. Hog on the

Char-grilled Tandoori-spiced Chicken Fillet or Chilli Crab Spaghettini.

Alternatively try the Foccacia or Slew Salmon. Check out the weekend

breakfast buffet for some lovely sausages, bacon and pancakes.

 +65 6476 6711  www.family.sg/halia-singapore-halal-

restaurant.html

 1 Cluny Road, Ginger Garden,

Singapore Botanic Gardens, Via Tyersall

Avenue, Singapore
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Ocean Restaurant by Cat Cora 

"Underwater Restaurant"

An award winning Iron Chef award recipient and a unique venue combine

to create a truly exceptional dining experience at Ocean Restaurant by Cat

Cora. Using only the freshest seasonal ingredients, each dish is created

with an attention to detail and true understanding of fine food. Each dish

is a masterpiece. A must try on their menu is the sous-vide Salmon with

roe, and the Oyster tartar with sago. Though pricey, the Chef's tasting

menu is a wonderful option if you're in the mood to splurge.

 +65 6577 6869  www.rwsentosa.com/en/r

estaurants/ocean-

restaurant

 ocean@rwsentosa.com  8 Sentosa Gateway, S.E.A.

Aquarium, Level B1M,

Singapore
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